

Objectives:
1.
Mobilize and create enthusiasm and commitment of
maximum actors around the process SUDS, including
media.
2.
Determine priorities and central themes which will be
studied in the process of elaboration of the SUDS,
3.
Assign tasks, missions and responsibilities,
4.
Request, where necessary, the support (technical
and\or financial) of international partners.

1.

In Alexandria, Cairo, Tétouan I, Settat and El Jadida, the
initiative is taken by the governor, representative of central
government.

2.

In Aleppo, Al Fayha, Sfax, Tunis and Ramallah, and Tetouan II,
SUDSs initiated by mayors with the support of international
institutions CA, GIZ, Medcités, UN-Habitat, World Bank, USAID,
etc.

3.

Better sustainability when initiative taken by mayors.

4.

Decentralized authority (governor) and elected
(mayor, city council) need to be in good agreement.

authority


1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

Prerequisite and recommendations:
Gain political support at local level (governor, City Council,
influential groups), and at central level (ministries in charge
of local authorities, finance, etc.),
Involve, as soon as possible, civil society,
mobilize technical capacities of the city (universities,
experts, professional associations),
associate the media and give proof of confidence in their
work,
support the process by having peers (other mayors) attend
specific events.
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Communicate with different groups using appropriate
chanels (direct meetings, fora, media):

Engage an agressive
communication
campaign

What are the themes commonly
addressed in a SUDS ?



Identifying themes:
 make use of previous works (master plans, LA 21, national
reports, …),
 get support from local experts, academia, city technical
teams…
Validation of the themes:
ensure that proposals are discussed with local actors, city
council and, importantly, with central administrations in
charge of municipal affairs.
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Themes considered in SEM region:
 economic and social development;
 transport and urban mobility;
 Infrastructures, equipments and availability of urban
services;
 rehabilitation of substandard housing, and city
upgrading,
 governance, administration and local finances
modernization ;
 urban environment and urban planning.
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Executive committee (chaired by mayor + all directly concerned
actors/ key economic and social agents):



Policy guidance, lobbying of central authorities and development
partners,
Priority themes to be addressed,
Validation of work programs, diagnostic reports, vision action plan
and results,







Number of members: around ten key actors.
One ordinary monthly meeting



Technical coordination team:
 Manages the project (planning, meeting deadlines, expert
contracts, accounting..)
 Secretariat of the steering committee,
 Provides the expertise to conduct and guide the process (terms
of reference, analysis of work and reports...)
 Keeps in relation with various groups and stakeholders
 Prepares workshops, conferences, publications, presentations,
etc..



Members are appointed on a full time basis
Supported by Municipal Service responsible for the
executive management of the works



Thematic Working groups:
 One working group for each of the SUDS theme,
 Conduct/supervise activities related to the theme,
 Feed the analyses process and, in certain cases,
collects/provides data and reference documents.
 Pre validate the diagnoses/assessments developed by experts.
Members: experts and directly interested stakeholders,






A network of partners of the SUDS could be established (Alexandria)
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Pre-diagnosis
(descriptive memory or rapid city profile)
A step by step approach



When local actors and authorities, although aware of the
difficulties of the city, do not have a precise idea on all
the causes and the priorities, a rapid city profile or prediagnosis is undertaken.



Provides decision makers with a clear picture of
different spatial components and the identification as
well as extent of problems faced.

1.

2.

3.

a monography of the area : housing and social typology,
densities, demographic trends, services, transport, open
spaces, parks, historic monuments and sites, etc.
a brief analysis of most salient urban problems and
features: employment, existing economic activities (formal
and informal), land, poverty and social exclusion, refugees,
city management, financial capacities and difficulties,
environmental problems, etc.
potential drivers of growth, including: economic sectors
that can support city development (industry, trade, tourism,
TIC, transport, etc.

1.
2.




3.




4.

A picture of economic, administrative, environmental and social
functions
the identification of main causes of obstacles and dysfunctions, such
as, possibly:
red tape and heavy bureaucracy, inadequate decision making
processes, population passivity.
lack of human and financial resources, capacity needs
inappropriate monitoring and evaluation systems,
obstacles to entrepreneurship, inadequate procedures…
Identification of driving forces:
Private sector, universities,
Youth,
historic heritage,
Neighboring labor market and trade opportunities, etc.
A mapping of the city: residential, industrial, trade areas, transport and
communication networks, pollution sources, etc.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

Executive Committee establishes working groups on key
chosen themes,
Each working group collects (supported by
experts/consultants) studies and data relevant to the theme
and elaborates a documented bibliography (short account of
content of documents collected)
Each working group elaborate sectoral studies with support of
consultants.
Technical coordination team elaborates a comprehensive
inception report
Executive Committee pre-validates the inception report
Technical Team disseminates the report and request feed
back.
Technical Team to organize a forum to discuss the findings of
the report using SWOT or a FCP (facts/challenges/ projects)
approach to identify key strategic themes that will require
further detailed diagnosis.

5.

6.

7.

The Executive Committee pre-validates the inception
report
Technical Team disseminates the inception report to
key economic, social and institutional (including line
ministries) actors, and request their feed back and
comments.
Technical Team to organize a forum to discuss the
findings of the report and views using a SWOT
(strengthes/ weaknesses/opportunities/threats) or a
FCP (facts/challenges/ projects) approach as well as
some intuitive contribution to identify key strategic
themes that will require further detailed diagnosis.

Executive Committee

Working groups
Consultants/experts

Establish working groups
Collect studies/data and elaborate
documented bibliography
Elaborate sectoral studies

Technical
Team/consultants

Comprehensive inception report
elaborated

Executive Committee

inception report pre validated

Technical Team

Technical Team

Inception report disseminated and
feed backs
forum to discuss the findings of the
report and identify key strategic
themes

Concerns Internal
characteristics of the
city

Refers to the
external
environment of the
city

Alternative scenarios need to be proposed to encourage ownership

Fact

Reorganize urban mobility and transport systems

Challenge
s

- Economic challenge: decentralize economic and services from
center to outskirts
- Spatial challenge: ensure better connections between different
zones
- Social challenge: provide adequate transport systems to all
segments of population

Projects

-delocalise small workshop from inner city to industrial
zone to be created
- delocalise some sooks and administrations
- connect the city to Tanger –Med new port
- create specific zone for storage of equipments and goods
- upgrade existing industrial zone
- create undergound passways
- create by-pass road surrounding the city
- set up a structure within the city in charge of urban
mobility











Some services still reluctant to hand out information,.
Some data not available (number and amount of land
and real estate transactions, pollution levels, tax
evasion, etc).
Information sometimes outdated.
The
work
of
the
experts
often
remains
“conventionnal”. Langage sometimes too moderate not
"daring" to point explicitly to the weaknesses.
Tendency to propose « shopping list » of problems
instead of prioritizing.
Some themes remain unexplored: energy saving, credit
worthiness scoring of the city, etc.



Do not spend too much time and resources conducting
detailed methodological analyses at this stage,



Use the wealth of existing data, information and reports
available (central and local administration and services,
universities, professionals, urban planners, etc.)



Update and cross check data and information.



Validate the results during a forum open to stakeholders



Engage detailed diagnosis on limited number of themes.










transparency in communicating information needs to be
confirmed by official authorities.
collaboration of state structures must be achieved.
Use scenarios or models to approximate local situation (eg using
statistical series, data on related fields, etc..) when info notdirectly
available.
Technical coordination team to translating the results into clear
and easily understandable language by all.
When foreign expertise is necessary, systematically favor the
setting of binomial teams of experts (local / international) to
ensure continuity and sustainability of the process.

